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introduction

One of the most pressing issues raised in discussions ofthe advantages and disadvantages of

mainstreaming hearing-impaired students within educational settings is that of social interaction.

More specifically, questions have been asked about the degree and quality of social interaction

between mainstreamed hearing-impaired students and their normallyhearing peers. Much of the

research in this area suggests that hearing-impaired students are sometimes socially isolated in

mainstream educational settings (Farrugia Pnd Austin, 1980; Foster, 1989, 1988; Garreston, 1987;

Mertens and Kluwin, 1986).

Within postsecondary educational settings, students have many opportunities for social

interaction through participation in social and academic dubs, fraternal organizations, sports and

other campus events. Additionally, students spend a lot ar time in physical proximity in residence

halls and related fatalities; interactions in these settings are more likely to be spontaneous and

unstructured.

At Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), large numbers of hearing-impaired and hearing

students live and study together on one campus.1 One of thegoals at RIT is the promction of

interaction between hearing-impaired and hearing students. As part of this effort, some hearing-

impaired and hearing students tuu assigned to the same residence hall floors, often described as

"mainstream" floors. These placementsare made in the belief that, by placine hearing-impaired and

hearing students in close proximity within an informal setting, the frequency and quality of their

intelaclions can be enhanced. Resident Advisors (RAs) for mainstream floors are specially selected

and trained in methods of facilitating interaction, and staff fromthe NTID Department of Human

Development and RIT Department of Residence Life maintain close contact with these RAs

throu;huut the year to monitor floor activities and assist with problems.

1 Rochester Institute ofTechnology is the home of the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf (NTID) which has an enrolbnent of approximately 1200 deafstudents.
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However, even with this level of support, enhanced social interaction between hearing-impaired

and hearing students is not always achievedwithin the residence halls. Asa result, a study was

on one mainstream residence hall floor in an effort to learn more about interactions between

students in these settings. The design of the prcdect was guided by several questions. For example,

what are the perspectives of hearing-impaired and hearing students towards living together on a

mainstream floor? Does the quantity and quality of interaction change over time? What conditions

foster (or inhibit) friendships between hearing-impaired and hearing residents?

In this paper major findings from the studyare presented and discussed. In particular, an

ecological model is offered for describing and explaining social interaction between hearing-impaired

and hearing students within the mainstmm residence hall. The paper is concluded wifh a discussion

of how such a model can be used to study and explain interaction between hearing-impaired and

hearing people within other contexts, including family, elementary and secondary school, and work

Data Collection and Analysis

During the fall of 1988, a floor in Jackson Hag was selected for study. Factors considered in

selecting the floor included the ratio ofhearing-impaired to hearing students on the floor3, and the

degree to which the floor could be considered 'typical" (that is, not unusually interactive or non-

interactive). Contact was initialed with the two RAs from the floor, and a letter developed with

them which could be sent to all floor residents, in which the purpose and activities of the study

were described. Following dissemination of this letter, the researchers attended a floor meeting

where they were introduced by one of the RAs and given a second opportunity to explainthe

project and respond to questions.

Between January and June, 1989, data were collected on the floor using ethnographic field

methods, including partidpant observation and indepth interviewing (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975;

2 All names of people and places are pseudonyms.

3 Most of themainstreamed residence hall floors at RIT are either predominantly hearing-
impaired or hearing. The floor selected, while dearly not balanced, was less weighted than others
considered.



Spred ley, 1979). The primary goal of data collection was to learn about the experience of living on

a mainstream floor from the perspective of floor residents. Secondary goals included learning

students' perpsectives on the larger experience of main.streaming on the RIT campus. A total of 12

observations were completed as well as interviews with 20 residents of the floor. Since strident

activity in the residence halls is highest during the evening, observations were generally conducted

between 7 p.m. and midnight These visitsgenerally lasted between 30 and 90 minutes, and included

observations of the physical setting as well as casual conversatiosn with students and observations

of their behavior& Upon leaving the setting, detailed field notes were recorded Interviewswere

bcheduled with students at their convenience and were conducted in their rooms or the researchers'

offices. In total, 20 students who lived on the floor were interviewed, including 10 hearing-impaired

males, 1 hearing-impaired female, 5 hearing males and 4 hearing females. Topics included questions

about general perceptions of life on a mainstream residence hall as well as more specific questions

about social intemctions on the hall, the development of friendships, and communication between

students. The interview was concluded with questions about more general experiences on the RIT

campus and suggestions for improving the extent and quality of interaction between hearing and

hearing-impaired students, both within the residencehalls and in ether campus settings. Interviews

were recorded and transcribed verbatim&

Information was also collected about interacfion on other floors and in other residence hells

through casual conversations with students who visited the floor under study; additionally, an

indepth interview was done with one student from another floor who visited the floor regularly.

4 All hearing students voiced for themselves. Procedures for recording interviews with
hearing-impaired students were more varied and complex. Several hearing-impaired students had
speech which was clear enough to record on audio tape (any transcfiber could easfly understand
what they said). Others could be recorded but only the researcher who conducted theinterview
could understand the recording; in thesecases the researcher would voice over the interview so that
it could be sent for transcription. Lastly, a few hearing-impaired students preferred not to use
their voice at all, or had speech which could not be understood on audio tape; theircomments were
interpreted and voiced for the recording by (1) a third party interpreter, or (2) one of the
researchers, who is also an interpreter, both of whom hold the Comprehensive Rills Certification
from the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf.



his information was useful for comparison of the floor under study with other campus residential

environments, as well as adding to the more general base of data on campus life.

Recorded field notes and interview transcripts provided the data base for analysis. Code

categories were developed (a process of sorting the data for farther analysis). Examples of code

categories used in this study include descriptions of the physical environment, communication

strateees, and suggestions for improving interactions. Data within code categories were then

analyzed for recurting patterns and themes (Bodgan and Biklen, 1983).

Description of Jackson Hall and the Floor Selected for Study

- The residence hall, affectionately referredto by one student as "Hotel Jackson," is a twelve

story structure. Entry to the building is from the first floor (street level) or the basement (via an

underground system of tunnels connecting the residence halls with related facilities such as laundry,

game room, eating placw and a convenience store). There is a lounge on the first floor, as well as

staff offices, student mail folders, a 24 hour information and service desk, and soda/snack machines.

The floor selected for study consists oftwo identical hallways which meet at thecenter of the

building at the elevators. Rooms are arranged in suites for six students (8), triples (2) and singles

(2). While the floor is designed to house 56 students, only 50 were livingon the floor at the time

of the study; of these, 27 are hearing-impaired males, 6 are hearing-impaired femalw, 9 are hearing

males and 8 are hearing females. The configuration of rooms and distautionof students by room

are indicated on Diagram 1. Hearing status is indicated as heaing (H) or hearing-impaired (HO;

gender is indicated as female (F) or male (M). The symbol "0" indicates a vacant space in a room.

Students interviewed are identified by two asterisks (**). Students the researchers met but were

unable to interview in depth are indicated by a single asterisk (*)

Most students live in a suite, which consists of three bedrooms (each ofwhich houses an

average of two students) joined by a small entry way and a shared bathroom (see Diagram 2). In

order to enter two of the three bedroomswithin a suite, one must first go into the suite entry way;

from this point., there are individual doors leading to the two inner bedrooms. The shared bathroom
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7;

opens onto this entry way on one side, and the third bedroom on the other. Access to the third

bedroom is through the entryway and bathroom, or directly from the outer hall.

The heavy bedroom doors (including those whichopen onto the suite entry ways and those

which open directly onto the hallway) swing dosed unless they are propped open. The outer door

which leads into the suite entryway does not close automatically, but by leaving it open students

are giving passersby access to the suite bathrocm. As a result, a visitor to the floor is likely to

encounter hallways lined on either side by closed doors or doors leading to more doors (which are

also usually dosed).

There is an RIT cable outlet for television in eachbedroom, as well as strobe lights which

indicate that someone has rung the doorbell. Bedrooms are also equipped with flashing fire alarms.

Furniture is of a st.fle that permits "stacking" and as a result students often arrange their rooms in

unusual and space-saving configurations. While bedrooms varied widely in terms of cleanliness,

neatness, and style, every room was full of individual tokens and bore the personality, or stamp of

the people who lived there. In short, the bedrooms looked very "lived in," in contrast to the

hallways and public areas on the floor, which were stark, empty and insititutional.

There is one television lounge on each hallway which students can enter via a door off the

hallway. The television is suspended from the wall and is fairly high off the ground (one

researcher who is 6'6" tall had trouble reaching the top knob to adjust channels; the other

researcher who is shorter could not reach the controlswithout standing on furniture). There are

two sofas in each lounge, and sometimes a table or additional chair or bench. An institutional size

garbage pail is in each lounge, as well as a sink, cupboard, stove top and microwave oven. There

are RIT cable outlets for the televisions in the lounges, but the cable is often missing.

Hallways are dimly lit and were usually empty during observations, with the exception ofa late

night visit to the floor, when there was a fair amount of activity. At other times students who

were observed in the hallways generally seemed to be coming md going, although they did

necessarily congregate in the elevatorarea. The study lounge (located opposite the elevators) is
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usually locked and empty (every student has a key for the study lounge on his or her floor); the

curtains were missing, and the furniture was sparse and often broken.

Findings

Interactions between hearing-impairedand hearing students within the residence halls are

influenced by characteristics of the individual and characteristics of the environment

Individual Characteristics

Students who live on mainstream floors bring with them a host of attitudes, skills, beliefs,

assumptions and expectations. Whenever they come into contact with another person, they interpret

and analyze their experience in light of these highly individual characteristics. Four individual

characteristics emerged as significant in explaining interaction between hearing-impaired and hearing

students: these are (1) reasons for selecting and advantages of living on a mainstream floor, (2)

communication skill, (3) knowledge of one another, and (4) fe3lings and attitudes towards hearing-

impaired/hearing people.

Perceived advantages of living on a mainstream floor. Students were asked whether they felt

there were advantages to living on a mainstream floor. There were dear differences in the patterns

of response according to whether the person was hearing or hearing-impaired. Hearingstudents

were more likely to focus on the special features of the building in explaining why they chose or

prefer to live in Jackson. Specific positive features of Jackson noted bystudents incrude semi-

private bathrooms, air conditioning, better furniture, larger rooms, better cleaning service, cable

hook-up for television, and the 24 hour desk in the lobby. While some students did mention

opportunities to learn about hearing-impoirment and interact with hearing-impaired people, this was

generally secondary to being in one of the best residence hall buildings on campus. In the following

quotation, a woman weighs the advantages of being in a more modern and well equipped building

against the mainstream experience:

I plan on living here nextyear, and however long I live in the dorms I would live in this
area. But we (my friends and Ii were talking aboutwhether or not, if the other dorms
had the same advantages as this dorm does, like say if they all had the suite bathrooms
instead of like the other dorms have the floor bathrooms, if they all had the bigger
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rooms, if they all had the nicer, cleaner area, would I stay here, or would I move to the
other ones. You know, we were all talking about that, and its a tough question. I'm not
sure... sometimes I think I would move to the other ones. But it would depend, because
all my friends are here too, but it's a tough question to think aboutif I'm just here
because of the advantages or if I want to be here because ofthe experience of
mPinstreaming.

Hearing-impaired students were much less likely to mention the physical characteristics of

Jackson when describing why they liked living there, focusinginstead on the opportunity to learn

how to interact with hearing people:

I think it's not necessary but its good [mainstreaming in dorms]. That way the deaf are
pulled out of the closet, not so shy and learn how [to interact withhearing]. Deaf and
hard of hearing, we're a minority you know. That's theway it is, you can't do anything
about that After they leave RIT... there will be communication barriers. They have to
know [how to interact with hearing people].

Several also noted that they had come from mainstream programs prior to entry at RIT, and as a

result were as [or even more] comfortable with hearing peoplethan with hearing-impaired. One

person said she felt safer having hearing people around, "because they can help you if there is a

rape or something." A few noted that the learning experience was reciprocal. As one person put

it, "I don't believe in an all deaf floorI think hearing and deaf peopleshould.., learn about each

other."

Common to many of the remaAcs of both hearing and hearing-impaired students is the theme

of utilitarianism; that is, they associated with one another for reasons other than the simple

pleasure of one another's company. Living on the mainstream floor for reasons of practicality

rather than personal preference was especially prominent in discussions by hear'mg-impaired students,

as illustrated in the following quotation:

Here [on the mainstream floor] its hell, but the real world really is hell too, bemuse
there's no place in the real world you can be... completely deaf community. No matter
where you go there's always going to be a hearing person there. And you're gonna have
to try and communicate with a hearing person there. So that's what I think the best
thing on the mainstream floor is, but I would prefera deaf floor cause it's like heaven,
life goes easy for us [there].

In short, hearing and hearing-impaired students sometimes live on a mainstream floor for

reasons that have little to do with the goals of building friendships. Hearing studentsoften sign up

7
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for Jackson simply because it is one of the nicest buildings on campus. Hearing-impaired students

see a need to learn how to get along with hearingpeople. Neither rationale is ideal for developing

a strongly integrated and interactive living community.

Communication. Many students said that communication is critical to interaction in the

residence halls; if two individualsare not able to communicate, then a communication barrier exists

between them. Several students said that an inability to communicate is the only barrier to

interaction.

Students spoke of many types of communication. Direct modes of communicating one on one

Liclude speech and lipreading, signing using either ASL or signed English, fingerspelling, writing, and

gesturing. Eye contact, touch, and facial expression were frequently said to be very important by

hearing-impaired students. Some students suggested the use of an interpreter (either a trained one

or anybody who knew a few igns). For communicating across dis'ance students used phone, with

voice only or special devices (amplifiers or telecommunication devices for the deafTDD's). Signs

posted in hallways or on doors represented a more public method of communicating with all members

of a floor.

A mere listing however, does not explain how these modes are manipulated and combined by

students for optimum communication. Clearly some students had a greater repertoire of methods

available to them. For example, consider Jack. A hearing-impaired student who does not use his

voice and communicates primarily in ASL, Jack was nonetheless able to combine his skills with those

of others to carry on routine conversations with those around him on the floor. He spoke of

writing and gesturing to hearing and orsl hearing-impaired students who could not sign. With those

who knew some sign language, hebuilt on their limited skill, switching to Signed English if this was

helpful. An oral hearing-impaired friend said he could lipread Jackeven though Jack produced no

sound. Jack is an example of a highly skilled and flexible communicator.

However, students also described constraints, or limitations to this sort ofcombination of

methods. For example, because so few interactions involve mutual fluency in one mode and

8
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language, speech and sign have to slow down to accommodate both the senders and the receivers.

While there was much appreciation of those who were willing to take the time to make th:1

necessary accommodations, there was also recognition that no one really enjoyed going so slowly:

A lot of hearing impaired people who are profoundly deaf they don't lille to slow dawn
(signing], you know. It feels like a bother to them. Just like I suppose it does to the hearing
people to speak up...

In particular, writing was heavily criticized as being useless for anything other than dealing

with everyday issues or simple requests and statements. One reason is that it does not allow for a

natural pace, or give and take, between partners. Almost everyone agreed that writing is

inappropriate for the lengthy conversations or emotional discussions which occur between Mends:

, I don't know if both sides would want to putup with that kind of effort [to write back and
forth]...the hearing students think, you know, "I have to write, that's not the way Pm
used to [communicating] when rm standing here right next to a person." And the deaf
person is thinking "This is the only way I can communicate with this person because he's
not willing to meet me half way," -.I don't think the writing really works. Not in this
close of an interaction.

Another constraint on communication is ,-.ssociated with uncertaintyabout someone's hearing

status and what kind of communication is required. Students frequentlyspoke of being surprised or

shocked to find that someone was hearing-impaired, or of not knowing:

At first... I didn't even know that Jackson was for the deaf people... and when I first
moved in I said "Excuse me" to someone. I mean, I didn't see hearing aids or anything,
and they just stood there, and I don't know if they happened to see me or something, but
they finally moved, and I was like, "God, how rude."

Further, there is the uncertainty of the individual's communication skills as well as their attitude

toward a particular communication mode. For example, some oral students object to signing, while

others don't use signs expressively but seem to benefit receptively from their supplemental use. As

a result, students look for clues about hearing status and preferred communication mode(s). Hearing

students look for hearing aids and signing, or listen to voice quality. Hearing-impaired students

look for quality of aigns and note people who appear te be new at signing.

Time was an important factor in communication between hearing-impaired and hearing students.

For example, several students said that it takes time for deaf andhearing students to get used to

9
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different communication styles and achieve a level of understanding. Others mentioned the

advantage of familiarity in communication; they said that knowing someone even a littlehelps
because you have become used to their particular communication pattern, and there is not the

uncertainty of what sort of communication will work. An example:

I was worried about communicatingwith him [deaf RA], because he's not one of the morevocal people and I didn't know any sign language... but after like a month, I guess I musthave got used to his voice, and I really have never had any problems with it

In summary, fluent communication between hearing and hearing-impaired students is rare. As a
result, students patch together a communication "quilt" of strategiesand skills and adapt them to
the situation at hand. Notsurprisingly, they often spoke of being able to communicate "well

enough" to carry out routine tasks or meet personal goals for interaction. At the same time, the

at4empt to communicate draws people together. Students said that communication improves with

time, and spoke with warmth and respect for others who have made ongoing, serious attempts to

become better communicators. What matters to many is notjusta person's ability to communicate,

but their persistence and willingness to do so.

Knowledge of one another. Students' behavior towards each other is based in part on the

quality and quantity of knowledge which they have of each other. l'atpectations, beliefs, facts and

myths combine to produce a posture, or perspective which individuals bring to any given situation.

Students arrive at RIT with beliefs and expectations about hearing-impaired and hearing people.

They also learn about one another through their college experience.

Before they arrive on campus, many students have formed concepts of "hearing-impaired" and

"hearing" from their past experiences. While hearing students certainly have theories about

deafness, these ideas are seldom based upon direct knowledge of or experience with hearing-impairld

people. In fact, a number of hearing students had no prior experience related to deafness. Many

were shocked at finding so many hearing-impaired people at RIT and uncertain about how to

interact

10
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I arrived here, I didn't even know there were deaf students on this campus...got my room key
and went into [Jackson] and there were all these deaf people. I was like, "Am I in the right
placer

Still, approximately half the hearing students said they didknow something about deafness prior to

arrival at college. In some cases this knowledge was gained through indirect and/or public sources,

such as newspapers and movies. Others attaibuted their knowledge to personal contact with a

person who is hearing-impaired or knowledgeable about deafness, including a hearing-impaired

schoolmate, an aunt who taught signs, an older person going deg and a huring-impaired

neighborhood playmate. Sometimes students drew on experiences which they perceived as related to

deafness, as in the following example:

Anything can be overcome. I know, hie two-thirds of my relatives speak Canadian French,
that's it...when you both want to find out what you'resaying, it's real quick to understand.

Hearing-impaired students, on the other hand, have been around hearing people to varying

degrees all their lives. Most indicated that they are quite "used to" the hearing world. Exactly

what hearing-impaired students have learned varies considerably and is both positive and negative.

Some mentioned having been mocked by hearing people or being stared at in public, and described

communication problems, even with parents. Yet others spoke fondly of school experiences and close

relationships with hearing parents and siblings. Several hearing-impaired students who had been

mainstreamed or consider themselves "hard of hearing"indicated a lack of prior experience with

other traaring-impaired people; for them, the hearing world was all they had known.

Once students arrive on campus they see one another every day and have a variety of

opportunities to learn about each other. Students spoke oflearning through official, organized

means such as RIT publications and programs; for example, mainstreaming is explained in housing

brochures and floor programs are planned for residents of mainstreamed residence halls. However,

most learning occurs through informal means, including general observation and interaction with

others. Students talked at length about what they learned from observing each other within the

dormitories and related facilities. For example, a hearing student made the observation that "whorl

deaf students eat, they like to have a round table so everybody can see each other." A hearing-
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impaired student said his experience on a mainstream floor caused him to revise his opinion of

hearing people:

I thought they [hearing people] were real assholes back then [in high school], but after I met...
three hearing guys down there [on another mainstream floor], which I used to be real good
friends with, after I met them they showed me that hearing people actually care. They don't
pick on people.

Studer.ts observed each other at parties, which are often held in rooms within the dorms. One

hearing-impaired student pointed out that hearing people at parties prefer to watch television while

hearing-impaired students prefer to play games. Several hearing students said that hearing-impaired

students were often "wrIti" at parties. Both hearing-impairedand hearing observed that students

tended to have separate parties or form subgroups at parties based on communication preferences.

In addition to general observations, students routinelyidentified specific people from whom

they learned (directly or indirectly) about deaf and hearing issues on campus. These people, who

can best be described as "role models,' include peers and those in authority. Peers include

roommates, classmates and friends. Authorities include RIT faculty and staff as well as students

who are more experienced . in positions of power (upperclassmen, REA student leaders); almost all

are hearing people, most of whom know little about deafness.

Hearing students in particular learned a great deal from role models regarding issues related to

communication with hearing-impaired people. Specifically, they learned that some hearing people

know sign language, while others do not. For example, with the exception of the college of NTID,

most RIT faculty and staff do not know sign language. As a result, students observed many hearing

adults who do not sign to hearing-impaired students and several mentioned the ensuing struggle and

frustration that mars in classes, offices and eating places across campus. Additionally, there was

mention of hearing students on the floor who sign, including an interpreting student and a person

who learned sign because he was "going crazy' not knowing what the hearing-impaired students

around him were talking about. RAs are supposed to know sign language, but in fact many are not

good signers. As the following quotations illustrate, the sign fluency of the RA sets a powerful

example for students on the floor:
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My RA friends all have to know sign language, so I learn a lc c. from them, pick up things
from them.

(When).- the RAs are involved in a kind ofa struggle for communication. all those healing
people at meetings on the door are seg this, so it's not only the people in the conversation
that can get frustrated and afraid, but people whosee these conversations. (Emphasis added.]

Most of the hearing students had little contact with hearing-impaired role models other than

peers who lived on their floor. However, those who did expressed weat respect and enthusiasm for

these people and what they learned from them. For example, a few students had taken sign

language classes from hearing-impaired people and spoke very highly of both faculty and stwlent

teachers. One student spoke about his RA from lastyear as someone who created an excellent

mainstream floor experience:

(Last year] my RA was deaE and he... dida wonderful job. He really promoted everybody
being together, set up all kinds of programs thatwe could all enjoy.- hie ski trips.- anybody
can go skiing, and we all did, hearing and deaE.. I'll never forget that, thatwas fun. We had
awards for everybody on the floor.- him, most hiely to such and such... most hiely to go off
and marry a race car driver or something hie that But itwas just little things him that
(which] kept our floor a community.

In the following quotation, a woman speaks glowingly ofa hearing-impaired faculty person with

whom she had become friends:

If there's any one person who's made a biggest impression on me, it's (deaf faculty person, and
it's] not because she's deaf... She was the first person I met, who just happened to be deaf,
who I really looked up to-. I mean she was bite, this is whal deaf people can do, you know.

Regardless of how they learned about one anotheror the quantity or quality of their

knowledge, most students felt that they understood and could explain the people around them after

only a few months on campus. Implicit in their comments are a sense of 'knowing" about each

other and a feeling of familiarity, reflected in the comments ofboth hmring and hearing-impaired

students to the effect that it "does not bother" them to be around the other.

Attitude and feelings about hearing or hearing-impaired people. Students' feelings and attitudes

towards one another can be loosely categorized as unpleasant, neutral, or positive. The majority of

the comments fall into the first two categories, an indication that the situation is not easy for

many. However, the overall negative and neutral impression conveyed by thesecomments is



mitigated by the fact that theywere often made within the context of initial feelings, feelings

attributed to others (particularly those who have not %red on a mainstream floor). or feelings that

arise in specific contexts.

Fear, ranging from nervousness to paranoia, was mentioned by most students and primarily

attributod to hearing peopie. The most significantexplanation given was that "they [hearing] don't

know," meaning either a general fear ofwhat is new and unpredictable, or a lack of speciEc

knowledge about what to do or how to handle a situation, As one student observed, hearing

students "have a hard time living here [on mainstream floor], all paranoid and nervous because they

don't know the culture and they don't know how to communicate! Another example:

Ijust went up to someone, the firstperson I saw in the hallway and I asked chem [a
question] and they must o4 they were hearing impaired, they couldn't hear me, but
they were answering back... and I realizedthat I was talking to them. And it almost
made me nervous, because I didn't reallyknow, you know, their voice is diftbrent... just
everything was different, and itwas hard to get used to.

In the following quotation, a hearing-impaired student draws parallels between the fear experienced

by hearing students and those experiencedby hearing-impaired people:

Some heating people are afraid to sign. They just cannot sign... they're afraid if they
sign to a deaf person they're gonna laugh at you for malting the wrong sign. That'swhy
a deaf person is afraid to talk, cause they're gonna laugh at you for making a wrong
sound, for a word, the wrong pronunciation. It's just a fear of a new language, that's
what it is.

Anger and frustration resulting from communications difficulties and "rude" behavior were cited

by both hearing and hearing impaired. For example, hearing students cited frustration over slowness

in lines due to communication difficulties with hearing-impaired students in offices, noise in the

dorm, and hearing-impaired people's "ignorance" in getting along with hearing people. Hearing-

impaired students cited hearing snobbery, as reflected in a refusal to be friendly or to try to

communicate, as well as specific instances in which hearing students mock the signs, speech or

writing of hearing-impaired students. Nonetheless, all agreed that the most severe hostility is

expressed by hearing students living in dorms which are not mainstreamed.
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Both hearing and hearing-impaired students said they avoid the other in response to these

feelings. However, there was also a tone of passive acceptance in the comments of hearing-impaired

students; only one person said he was angry when hearing students insultedhearing-impaired

students or refused to communicate, calling other hearing-impaired students "wimps" for not being

assertive in these situations; most said they just "ignore it," or "forget it."

Embarrassment and discomfort were attributed to both hearing and hearing-impaired students,

although causes were seen as different Hearing-impaired peoplewere said to be embarrassed by

possible bodily noises and odd vocalizations, while hearing people were seen as embarrassed by

communication failures, their own hearing status, and awkwardness in handling interactions. For

everybody, comfort was simply being with thoseyou know or are similar to. Many students said

that hearing feel more comfortable with hearing, and hearing-impaired with hearing-impaired.

Despite the obvious difficulties cited above, over half of the student^ both hearing-impaired

and hearing expressed the feeling that everythingwas really "OK" or "fine" on the floor. Students

often spoke of "having no problem [with hearing-impaired students]," or *they [hearing] don't bother

me, Me." There was a general sense that hearing-impaired and hearing could live side by side

without much difficulty, but as one student said, "We don't socialize, [we] just say hi."

To go beyond this level, almost everyone emphasized the need for interest, motivation and

effort Many students stated that some people are simply not willing to put forth the effort

required for a deeper relationship with each other. One student put it as follows:

A lot of times people, deaf and hearing able, don'twant to bother dealing with other people.
They have enough friends in their own culture that they don't need to go after more friends
elsewhere. It's very easy [for hearing people] not to bother with deaf people, and it's very
easy [for deaf people] not to bother with hearing people.

Students mentioned the difficulties which sometimes arise at mixed parties where people go to

have a good time an.I drink and don't want to be "inconvenienced" by having to concentrate on

communication. Students were seen as needing to be open-minded and outgoing to ovemome the

barriers to interaction. Moreover, as the student quoted below points out, interaction is always a

two-way street
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It has to be on both sides. Why should one person give the full commitment and the other
person doesn't give a commitment at all. It's like a relationship.., it takes fift3r-fifty.

Hearing-impaired students in particular emphasized the respect awarded hearing students who

learn to sign or show interest in deaf culture. Mc tivation to interact was derived from a variety of

sources, including positive reinforcement from both hearing-impaired and hearing, interest in each

other's lives, and a need or drive to undeistand what was going on.

Lastly, several students expressed real enjoyment at beingon the mainstream floor. The

hearing-impaired students bled it because some of the hearing students learned signs and dated deaf

girls, which they felt showed respect for healing-impaired people, language and culture. The healing

students expressed their enthusiasm in more general terms, calling it a "wonderful experience".

Environmental Characteristics

Student interaction is also affelted by factors which are external to the individual. RIT and

the residence halls provide an environment, or context, within which students meet, learn and set

about getting to know or avoid each other. In this section, four characteristics of the

RITenvironrant are examined: these are (1) the physical setting, (2) policies and rules related to

student housing, (3) stability of the residential environment, and (4) campus culture and organization.

The physical setting As Sarason (1972) points out, the creation ofsettings is essentially a

social endeavor; planning for physical electing need not be part of the creation of settings.

However, once it is in place, tie physical structure will inform the interactions of those who live

and work within it. Analysis of the field note and interview data suggest that the physical layout

and appointments of Jackson Hall do not encourage interaction between students. In fact, the

building has more of the characteristics ofa hotel or apartment complex than a residence hall, in

that units offer students a high degree of privacy, insulation, and self-sufficiency. For example,

students in other residence halls must share a bathroom (there is one for men and one for women

on each hallway). Students in "Hotel Jackson" do not have to leave their suites to use the

bathroom, !educing even further the number of communal areas on the floor as well as opportunities

to pass each other area in the hallway or strile up spontaneous conversation:
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You know, I've walked through places ble [other dorm] and noticed a lot more doors
that are kept open than in Jackson I think people who live in the other dorms, I mean,
to go to the bathroom they have to go down the hall... just because they have to (do
that they] bump iuto each other. But if you live in (this dorm] ycu can stay in your
little room all night and never have to go outsick... there are a lot of times I will be in
my room all night and not see anyonejust because I was busy. I mean, even if I have to
get up and go to the bathroom, I don't pass anybody 'cause I don't have to go down the
hall, you know. So even in the midst ot..your busy life... the wnstruction of the dorm
can hamper the amount of people you bump into every day.

As noted earlier, there are cablejacks in every room, which insures good reception for

students who brbg their own television to school. Indeed, many residents did have their own

television, and some also had VCR's. Not surprisingly, most students said they watch TV in their

own rooms or the room of e. friend more often than in the television lounge, where the cable is

often missing. It is interesting to note that the television lounges were so quiet that several

students said they use them to study or to just be alone.

In general, individual rooms were more inviting and comfortable than the communal areas on

the floor. Students can watch television, visit w;th friends, studyand use the bathroom without

ever having to leave their suite. They can arrange their furniture to create a variety of

environments, tailored to their individual taste and needs. By comparison, the public areas are

more institutional in flavor, and the furniture is often broken or missing. Hallways are less than

ideal for communication by students who depend on lipreading and sign language because they are

poorly lit The televisions frequently cannot be used, and there is usually a barrel of trash in the

room. Even entry into the TV lounge is 'formal" in that students must walk througha doorway and

are literally entering a separate room; in comparison, students in other residence hallsare more

easily drawn into the lounges, since they are designed as natural extensions of the hallway and are

not separated by a wall or doorway.

Not surprisingly, students tended to describe the floor as a quiet place, most appreciated by

people who enjoy their privacy. Their comments reflect the opinionthatJackson is one of the

nicest dorms on campus and a great place to live, but that it is not the best place for those who
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want to meet people or have a great deal of interaction with others on their floor. One person

summed it up as follows:

I love Jackson, but it's the suite thin& it makes you more isolated. It's more like ahoteL.. some of the people on my floor, it took them the longest time to even say "Hi" to
us because we weren't sure if you lived there, (or] if youwere just visiting.

Policies and rules related to studenthousing. There are rules which govern the placement and

behavior of students within the residence halls. One important set of rules has to do with housing

assignments. Most students agreed that placement of hearing and deaf students in the same room

was rare, and several said that there was a policy against hearing-deaf combinalions, a belief

reinforced by the designation of rooms by Residence Life as "halting' or "hearing-impaired."5 Their

understanding of this policy varied widely. For ..aample, while some mid that hearing-impaired and

hearing students would not be placed together unless they specifically requested each other as

roommates, one person said he knew of hearing-impaired and hearing aiends whose request to room

together was rejected because the hearing person had not taken sign language courses. Another

student suggested that hearing-impaired/hearing roommates are only assigned when there is no other
placement possible. All agreed that such placements were rare:

You can answer one question for me. I want to know why on a mainstream floor youcan't have mainstreamed rooms. I mean, it doesn't make sense. I went over.., thisweekend to sign up fora room [for next year] and I saw they were color coded. For
example, there was pink for hearing-impaired girls, blue for hearing boys, etcetera. Nowwhy would they do that if it is a mainstream floor?

It's hie rare [hearing-impaired and hearing roommates], it's like the last thing to do. Ifyou cannot put a deaf guy and a deaf guy in a single room... [they askthemselves] "Can Iput them in a single room, can I put then.' in a triple room? No, we can't do anything
Oh, shoot, we got to put them in a hearing room. OK, as... a last resort."

It was not possible to assess the impact of student's beliefs aboutthe likelihood that they can

room with a hearing (or, conversely, hearing-impaired) person on their motivation for and initiation

5 The Residence Hall Manual states that 'the department (of Residence Life] does not assignhearing/hearing-impaired students to live together unless requested byboth students." Designationof rooms as "hearings or %eating-impaired" is done to insure the safety of hearing-impaired studentsby placing them in rooms which have been equipped with strobe lights, as well as for planning andstudent distribution purposes; the practice is not intended to discourage hearing and hearing-impairedstudents from rooming together:
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of such an arrangement However, it may be that students who believe that this combination is

difficult or impossible to arrange may not even consider making such a request, even when they

would like to have a hearing-impaired [or hearing] roommate. The fact that there are so few

hearing-impaired and hearing .00mmates may reinforce the perspective that these situationsare

discouraged.

A second set of rules is related to student conduct in residencehalls. While most students

acknowledged that the rules which govern their behaviorwere for their own safety and security,

they also noted that these rules limit opportunities forspontaneous interaction and camaraderie

For example, leaving one's doors open is described by students as symbolic of an openness to

visitors. Several students believe that it is against the rules to prop open the heavy doors leading

into bedrooms, and one student said he was 'written up" for doing this. It is also cumbersome to

prop the door open; a few students removed the part of the door which makes it close automatically,

in defiance of safety and fire rules. Relatedly, most studentssaid that parties must be private, that

is, involving friends and invited guests only; "open parties" are forbidden. As a result, stueents tend

to go only to parties of people they know, which in turn makes it more difficult for people to meet

and get acquainted with people outside their immediate circle of friends. Changes in the drinking

age law (21) have also influenced student interaction; many students drink ffiegally, which requires

that they keep their doors closed and parties restricted to an inner circle of people who can be

trustees.

Stability of th environment. As noted earlier, communication between hearing and hearing-

impaired students improves over time. Not surprisingly, studentswho returned to a mainstream floor

for a second or third year tended to describe themselves as more comfortable and successful in

building relationships. Given this finding, the lack of stability within the residence hall is

troublesome. Almost everyone we spoke with had experienced some kind of instability in terms of

living arrangements, due either to their moving from one room or floor to another, or the move of a

roommate or suitemate. Some people had experienced three different living arrangements within the
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past year. As one person put it, "Everyone keeps moving." The most frequent reason for changes

in room assignments involved detripling and consolidation (the redssigranent of students to relieve

overcrowding and mainthin balanced disiibution throughout the residence halls). Whileclose

friendships were likely to withstand physical separation, casual and new acquaintanceshipswmt

often damaged or lost. Since relationships between hearing and hearing-impaired students tended to

be more difficult to establish and maintain, they were particularly susceptible to breakdown as a

result of instability in room or floor placement. Some examples:

Hearing Student Well, there was one girl on the seventh floor, we got to knoweach
other pretty well, and the ,mly way wa could communicate.., was through notes We
would Mre write pages and page.3 of notes, and she said 'Well, I'll teach you sign
language sometime." And, you know, because of my different moves and everything, you
know, I see her once in a whlie in the elevator.., but like we world never sec each other
in classes. And so... we have kind oflost touch.

Hearing-impaired Student In the beginning of the year when I lived on the third floor I
had two real good [hearing] friends acrc s the hall. And now they're gone somewhere in
the hearing area over there too. AndI used to go to a lot of their parties, with hearing,
and me and [friend] were hie the only two deaf people there... It was pretty good, until
I moved up here [to floor under study] and they moved awsy. Cause then, after that.. ago to] just mostly deaf parties.

Campus Culture and Organization

In order to comprehend what happens to hearing-impaired and hearing studentswithin the

campus environment of the residence hall, it is necessary to locate this experience within the larger

context of campus organization, that is, the physical, educational and administrative environments of

campus. Analysis of students' more general comments about interaction between deaf and hearing

students on campus reveal a pervasive theme of separation between NTID and the organization of

which it is a part

At the most fundamental level, there isa physical congregation and segregation of many

hearing-impaired students on e ..mpus, both for academic work and within the residence halls.

Jackson is part of a complex whici. insIndesthree residence halls, a dining hall, and an academic
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building6. These buildings were intended to be used primarily by students attending classes within

the college of NTID. Although hearing students also live in the residence halls in this complex,

they are in the minority. As a result, students said thatthe JLC/Stayker complex has become

synonymous with hearing-impaired students. As one person put it., "there are other mainstream

floors in other dorms, but when you think deaf people, you think of the J1C quad and the NTID

building."

Students told us that the physical separation of hearing-impaired students is a barrier to

interaction. For example, some hearing students are unwilling to enter a part of campus which they

perceive as hearing-impaired students' territory:

The people that are in the other residence halls are afraid to come into our... area.
They're afraid... they're going to go into another country, another world, which may be
true but they don't even want to try... Most people don't think that any hearing students
live there at all.

Conversely, the layout of campus restaicts the movement of many hearing-impaired students in

that those who attend classes within the college of NITD can complete much of their daily business

on campus without interacting with hearing students or leaving the JLC/Stryker complex. The

following quotations are illustrative:

Most of the time I meet more deaf people because of the classes... NTID class only has
deaf students, so I meet them more than I meet hearing people. So that's why I socialize
more with the deaf people than with the hearing people.

I think it was a big mistake to build the campus tbe way it is. Have you heard the term
"deaf ghetto?" Deaf students... wake up in the morning, they go to breakfast, they go to
their class, they go back into their room, they go to lunch, they go to class, they go
back in their room, they go to dinner, they go back into their room. They're trapped in
this little square....(Later, same interview] If the academic buildings were on the other
side of campus... everybody would have a chance to interact with deaf people...

Even hearing-impaired students who are registered in courses within the other eight colleges of

RIT are not guaranteed a truly integrated class experience. For example, sections of some of these

courses are designated NTID Supported, NTID students only, or NTID Section, which means that

6 The three residence halls and the dining hall are called the JLC complex. The academic
building is called the NTID or Stiyker building. The buildings are set around a small courtyard,
which has resulted in references to the entire complexas a "quad."
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interpreters and notetakers are automatically scheduled for the section, or the section is taught by

NTID faculty. In either case, hearing-impaired students enrolled in these courses are likely to be

congregated within the designated sections. While placement in these section signiicantly increases

the academic success of many hearing-impaired students, it also reinforces the them of separation on

campus. In the following quotation, a hearing-impaired studentexpresses his concern about this

practice:

On campus, I would like to have more mainstreamed class[es]. So the deaf RIT students
know they're getting an equal education as the hearing. Because when I go over there
[RIT], some of the classes are really ridiculous... I'm 99% RIT, 1% NTH) on math. And
[when]... you're in all deaf Liberal Arts courses, you're [thinking] like, "What is this?
This is ail RIT course that is all deaf? I do not hie this."

The physical and educational congregation and separation of deaf students is compounded by a

wide range of administrative practices, many of which involve the use of language within campus

publications. For example, one student pointed out that campus maps designate certain buildings as

NTID, which sets them apart from RIT:

A lot of people... don't even know that.. the dining hall here [in the JLC complex] is
open to anybody... they think it's just for deaf students cause, in fact, on all the
information that RIT publishes, they have the Dice little map of the campus, but they
specifically say, like, "Smithson Dining Commons... Residence Dining Hall," and then they
say "Runnell Dining CommonsNT1D Student's Residence Dining Hall." There's some very
strong barriers between RIT and NTID.

We checked the map and found that the student is correct. We also noticed that the

residence halls in the JLC complex are designated as "NTII) Residence Halls" on the map, even

though hearing students and students enrolled in the other eight colleges of RIT also live in these

buildings. The same student continues:

Every time you go into ... Student Health, you have to [indicate if you are RIT or
NTID]... it doesn't say "Are you hearing-impaired?" It says RIT [or] NTID... I don't know
what they mean by that, maybe there's funding or something. Every form you fill out it's
either RIT or NTID... Which is a strong... line right there...

Not surprisingly, the physical, educational and administrative separation of deaf and hearing

students has resulted in a conceptual distinction between NTID and RIT in the minds of many

students. For example, one student said that the woman down the hall attends 'two schools."
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When asked what school this womah goes to in addition to RIT, be responded, Well, she goes to

NTID and RIT." Another student noted that 'You're eitherNTID or you're RIT according to a lot of

people; you're not NTID, another college of RIT." Similarly, when students ta/k about deaf students

who are enrolled in courses within the other colleges of RIT, they use phrases like "crossing over to

RIT," and "going to school on the other side." These phraseshave both a physical and conceptual

meaning. Hearing-impaired students who have been attending classes in the Stryker building must

certainly see themselves as physically crossing the campus when they atte2,1 classes in other

colleges. Conceptually, students are crossing from the self-contained program of NTID into the

mainstream programs of the other colleges of RIT. The notion of "crossing over" is no doubt

supported by the administrative term °Cross-Registered Student," which is used in RIT publications

to refer to hearing-impaired ita students whoare majoring in a program within one of the other

colleges of RIT, or majoring in a program within the college of NTID but registered for a course

within one of the other colleges. As one student noted, "NTID [academic building] should have

been on the other side... because... you feel it's notpart of the college..."

The distinction in the minds of students between NTID and RIT has several unfortunate

corollaries, one of which involves negative stereotypes of hearing-impaired students and NT1D.

Perhaps the most striking negative stereotype of deaf RIT students is the reference to these

students as "NIDS." Several stuamts speculated on the origins of this term, usually indicating that

it must be an abbreviation or derogatory alteration ofNM), such as 'National Technical Institute

for the Dumb". Others suggested it had no specifle meaningthat it was just some sort of code for

NTID, while a few thought it might be a deliberate misspelling of NTID. Most students agreed that

NIDS is a negative term, not unlike the term "nigger" in reference to black people. Definitions

include "childish," "nerd,"immature," "crazy," "animal,"stupid," "inferior," 'totally c. posite," "baby"

and "snob". The following are examples of usage:

... you know its just that in the [nar...-a fraternity] we told you that they were yelling "Death
to the NIDS" out their window last year.
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... one morning I walked out and on the elevator in the elevator lobbyon the wall they had
"You stupid NIDS " and a couple of swear words....

I know that my roommate that I have right now, she's not coming back to this dorm because
of the hearing impaired. ...I nixed her where she was going to be living, and she said she was
living in [other residence hall]... [I asked her] "You're not coming back herer [And she
replied] "Oh no, I can't stand living with NIDS".

A second negative stereotype irwolves the perception by some students (both deafand hearing)

of NTID as academically less rigorous than the other colleges of RIT. In this vein, one person said

that NTID is considered by some students to be a "glorified high school for deaf people." In the

following quotation, a 'cross-registered" hearing-impaired student describes the reaction of his

hearing-impaired Mends to his academic status:

Some hearing look down on deaf and some deaf look up to hearing. They, deef, ask ma
"Are you NTlD or RIT?" I say, TIT." They say, "Wow, hovi do you do it? It's so hard."
I explain, "No, ies not reaPy,just the communication sometimes. Sometimes new
vocabulary that I've never heard, but it's not really hard ifyou really study." They look
up to me and to hearing [people] for that-

A third stereotype is the belief of many hearing students that hearing-impaired students are

spoiled by the government- Benefitswhich hearing students find moat irritating include government

supported tuition, Supplemental Security Income (SSD, and the fact that thebuildings within the

JLC/Stryker complex are some of the most well appointed on campus. As the following quotation

illustrates, hearing-impaired studentsare aware of these resentments:

[i class] they're talkin' about issues between hearing and dea4 and he told us hearing
people call us "NIDS." And Iwas lace, "Well, I don't like that" That pissed me off. ButI understand the reasons. We dea4 we get all the government support, like I do rilat
now. Without that, I wouldn't be here.... And these hearing people, they got to pay a lot
of money to be here... and then when they hear that we have it easy, and that we have
everything for free in a sense, that pisses them off. That's why I don't talkabout money
in front of them, cause I realize in a sense I'm lucky.

Despite efforts to minimize the visibility of differences in funding levels and government

support, hearing students are generally aware of these differences. The pervasiveness ofthis theme

is reflected in ajoke which was shared by a student in the course of an interview. The joke,

which had been published Li the magazine Distorter (an annual spoof edition of thecampus

Reporter newspaper), goes as follows:
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Q: HGW many NIDS does it take to screw in a light bulb?
A: None, the government does it for them.

In summary, the RIT campus is currently organized andadministered in such a way as to

promote a deep separation between NTID and RIT. The physical layout of the campus, in

combination with educational and administrative practices, creates and perpetuates in the minds of

many students (and quite probably faculty and staft) the idea that one is either NTID or RIT. The

study of interaction between hearing-impaired and hearing students within any campus setting must

be undertaken with this cultural framework in mind.

Discussion

Interaction between students within the RIT residence liens is a complex phenomenon. In order

to explain it, one must understand the range of factors which influence interaction, including

individual as well as environmental factors. The factors we describe are interactive; that is, while

we isolated them for the purPose of discussion, they =not be fully understood except in relation to

each other. An ecological model of human behavior can be used to illustrate and discuss the

interactive nature of these findings (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Briefly, this model is grounded in the

idea that in order to understand or explain the behavior of the individual, one must percieve that

individual as existing within larger institutions and socialsystems, each of which interacts with and

therefore influences (and is influenced by) the individual and the other systems. This "nesting," or

location of the individual within one or more social systems and institutions is perhaps best

conceptualized as a series of concentric circles, with the individualrepresented at the center of the

drcle(s). Systems can also overlap, in which case the representation would include two or more sets

of concentric circles which intersect or touch at some point.

In order to explain the behaviors and experiences ofthe students in this study, it is necessary

to both describe the individual a nel to locate the individual within the range of social, political, and

cultural systems operating on the RIT campus. For example, students bring with them a host of

attitudes, skills, beliefs, assumptions and expectations. Whenever they come into contact with

another person, they interpret and analyze their experience in light of these highly individual
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characteristics. However, they also live within socialgroupings or cliques which are embedded

within the larger social system of the residence hall, which is located within a particular section, or

block of residence halls, which is in turn part of the larger social system ofcampus life, which is

embedded in the culture and vflues of the general MT community. Of course, this is an

oversimplification of a complex situation; in order to completely capture the experience of the

students in our study, several sets of overlapping systems are required. Moreover, such a

representation would need to incorporate the notion of constant change, since the individual

system(s) both shape and are shaped throughinteraction. The following examples Mustrate the

complex relationship between the Rif studentand the various campus systems of which he or she is

a part:

> Drinking is not permitted in the dorms; as a result, students who choose to drink in their rooms

close their doors to prevent being apprehended, which also makes them less accessible to drop ins

and spontaneous interaction with people other than invited guests.

> New hearing students note that some upperclassmen call hearing-impaired students "NIDS." When

they ask for an explanation, they are told that hearing-impaired students are childish, spoiled by the

government, and/or that MID is little more than a "glorified high school." This in turn influences

their appraisal of the hearing-impaired students on their floor and subsequent interpretation of

events in the residence hall.

> The residence halls in the JLC/Stryker complex are in some ways more las a hotel than a

dormitory. Not surprisingly, students who elect to live there or return for a second year are often

those who enjoy their privacy and may therefore be less likely to want or seek interations with

others who live on their floor.
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> Hearing-impaired students who hawk experienced painful experiences in interactions with hearing

people prior to arrival at college may be disinclined to interact with hearing students in their

residence hail. The hearing residentsmay, in turn, interpret this behavior as arrogance and/or

intolerance.

This ecological model of human behavior is not limitedto the RIT residential system or

postsecondary educational settings. Studies of interactions between hearing and hearing-impaired

people in the community, elementary and secondaryschools, work place, and within fsmily settings

may also be analyzed using this approach. Some examples:

> A hearing person who supervises a hearing-imi aired employee comments that the employee

Is a loner, prefers to keep to binvielf," in explaining whythe employee always reads the newspaper

or goes out alone et lunch. Observation and conversations with hearingco-workers and the

hearing-impaired employee reveal that, while hearing co-workers are willing to take the time to

repeat or write down information related to job tasks, they are less willing to do this when the

conversation is informal or purely social. As a result, the hearing-impaired employee is socially

isolated and has no close relationships with co-workers. While the hearing-impaired employee's

decision to spend time alone at lunch is indisputable, it cannot be assumed that this is his

preference.

> Hearing parents do not sign to their hearing-impaired son, based on information presented

to them by educational specialists. Over time, the son spends more and more time with hearimg-

impaired peers, eventually expressinga preference for his life at a reridential school for the deaf

over time spent at home during holidays.
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> A hearing-impaired high school student complains that thesupport services provided by the

school are inadequate to allow her full and informed participation in class. Observations in the

class reveal that the teacher uses informal group discussion as a primary teaching strategy and

eiialuation tool; however, the arrangement of desks in traditional rows, combined with a failure to

enforce turn taking strategies and pacing of the conversation, has made it almoet impoesible for the

student to join the discussion. Moreover, the schooladministrators, having provided the interpreter,

believe themselves to be in full compliance regarding educational access, and tend to interpret the

student's complaints as picky and overly demanding.

The ecological model suggests that intervention plans must consider the influence dell systems

on the individual as well as the ways in which the behaviorof the individual influences the system;

within such a framework, changes in physical, social, or political systems may hold promise of equal

or even greater effectiveness than interventions designed to modify the behavior and perspectives of

the individual. This is in contrast to more traditional intervention models, in wbich primary efforts

st change are generally focused solely on the individual. Thus, in the case of the mainstream

residence hall, modifications of the physical setting and alterations of maps and administrative

practices which separate hearing and hearing-impaired students may he as effective in promoting

interaction as floor programs, informational brochure% courses and other strategies aimed more

directly at students.

Application of the ecological model moires that attention be paid to the unintendedas well as

intended consequences of policy and action. In fact, many of the barriers to interaction between

hearing and hearing-impaired students described in this paper are the result of unintended

consequences. For example, the practice of asking students to identify themselves as "MID" or

lur on health service forms is intended to help with utilization review; the conceptual separation

of hearing and hearing-impaired students is an unintended consequence. Conversely, changes which

are made with the intention of improving interaction between hearingand hearing-impaired students
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on the RIT campus must be analyzed for unintended consequences. Many hearing-impaired students

prefer separate classes and a quasi-congregate residential facility such as the JLC/Snyker complex

Imcause af the improved communication and sense of community which they experience in these

settings. Requiring hearing-impaired students to take all classes with hearing students or scattering

them involuntanly in residence has throughout the campus, while achieving the goal of physical

mainstreaming, would most hiely have several negative unintended consequences, the most obvious of

which would be the disruption, if not destruction of the RIT hsaring-impaired student community.

Interventions which are developed as a result of this study will have unintended effects which

should be understood and and matched to studentgoals before implementation. In each case, the

goal should be the creation of a campus where all services, settings, and activities are fully

accessible to all students, and decisions about when and how to Articipate made by students from a

position of choice and equal opportunity.

Recommendations for Future Research

We learned from conversations with returning students that, even within the mainstreamed

residence halls, every floor is different and each has it's own "personality." For example, the

hearing-impaired students we met were very "oral,' and many had attended mainstreamed high

schools. Several students said that other floors are more "lively." Students who had lived in

Jackson fOr several years recalled past experiences as better in some ways, and worse in others.

Further, other hearing and hearing-impaired students live in primarily separate housing or off

campus. Additional research of other mainstream floors and residential options should be done, in

order to expand on the current set of findings and develop a more complete picture of residence

life for all RIT students.

As noted in the Introduction to this report, one of the reasons for the commission of this

study was the concern that social interaction between hearing-impaired and hearing students on

deliberately mainstreamed floors was not occurring as much as might be hoped. As a result, we

have focused much of our report on descriling barriers to interaction, with the idea that once these
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barriers are identified we can begin the task cl overcoming them or at least Ininimiring their effect.

However, this report also includes descriptions ofpositive interactions and friendshipsbetween

hearing-impaired and hearing students. Further research should be done to document in greater

detail those conditions which engender as well as sustain dose, positive relationships between

hearing-impaired and hearing students on the RIT campus.

Finally, we would note that in studyinginterattion between hearing and hearing-impaired

students in mainstream residence halls, we are painting only a very small piece of the larger

picture of campus life at RIT. Hearing-impaired students also have social and academic clubs,

government groups, and fraternal organizalons within which the membership is predominantly

hearing-impaired and the goal of interaction between hearing and hearing-impaired students replaced

by self-advocacy, shared experience, and participation in Deaf7 culture and community. Studies of

these seti-ings would no doubt yield a very different perspective on life at RIT. We encourage

research in these areas, and suggest that the best kind of campus for all students is one in which

diversity is valued, and opportunities for involvement in a range of activities made possible.

7 The use of the uppercase "Deaf is used to refer to "a particular group of deaf people who
share a languageAmerican Sign Language (ASL) and a culture," as opposed to the lowercase "dear
which refers *to the audiological condition of not hearing' (Padden and Humphries, 1988).
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